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Using a property in my class file to access a member function? I'm in the early stages of learning object oriented
programming, and have some trouble achieving this seemingly simple task. I created a class called Test, with a
member function called print(). I want to access the member function print() directly with an instance of Test,
without having to put the full class name. For example: Test obj; obj.print(); I tried following this thread ( and
trying to set my print() function within my header, but had no luck. I also tried creating a function in my main

class, and then using obj.print(), but that gave me the following errors: "test.h:11: no matching function for call to
'Test::print()' 'Test' is not a template, so I'm not sure why I'm getting that error. So how can I make it so that I can
access the function print() through an instance of Test, and not have to use the full Test class name? A: You can

accomplish this using the scope resolution operator ::, like so: test.print(); However, this should not be necessary:
obj.print(); Q: Why does the current “invert” the image on the light source? If I have a light source – a point light
source – why does it always make a shadow like this? I know that in order to create the shadows the light source

has to cast light, so one would expect shadows when there is nothing in between the light source and the camera.
However, the first image is not always like this, I'm not sure if it varies or if it's just my camera being weird. The
second image is always like this. Is there a name for this and is there some phenomena behind it? A: If I have a

light source — a point light source — why does it always make a shadow like this? It doesn't! What
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